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it this formula does not apply if
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Summary for compact charge distributions
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2 4 Work energy in electrostatics

Work to move a charge Q in a fixed
É field É
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Energy of point charge distribution
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This is the infinite energy required to
assemble a single point charge We
assume that point charges are given to



us pre assembled by nature so we

do not need to do this work
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Electric field carries energy density EE
This interpretation becomes more

convincing in electrodynamics when
radiation is considered
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2.5 Conductors

All a matter in nature is made

up of positively negatively charged
particles The positively chargedparticles
are nuclei and the negatively charged
particles are electrons

Except neutoniom found in neutron stars



and velativistin matter made up of
photonftightorEM radiation and
neutrinos

5 normalmatter

Universe 7 darkmatter

68 dark energy

Insulators are materials f collections of normal
maller held together somehow inside of
which charges do not move in response to

an arbitrarily small appield electric

field

Conductors are materials inside of which
Targetsare free to move The mobile

charges are called the conduction charge

The main example are solid metals in

which the conduction charges are chitons
though there are other examples as well



Free to move means that if you
apply an arbitrarily small electric

field charges will move in response
in the interior of the material

The charges are confined to the
material

This assumes nothing about how
quickly the charges respond measuredby
the resistivity of the material

In practice if the applied É field
is large enough a couple of things
can happen c the conductor can run

out of mobile charges in whish case

it becomes an insulator and or Cal the
conduction charges can be pulled out
of the material entirely

Likewise if the applied É field in an

insulator is large enough some charges
in its interior can be pulled free to
become conduction charges



In static time independent situations
the charges must move inside the

conductor in such a way as to

make the total electric field zero

in the interior of the conductor
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If this wasn't the case then
there would be a non zero É field
inside the conductor and charges
would move so it wouldn't be statin

g o inside static conductor because
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Only net charge can be on the surface

of the conductor
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R with surface S JR with

unit normal h then just outside
S the eletric field is perpendicular
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because if any component of Els
tangent to 5 then will cause

conduction charges to move along
S inside conductor to cancel it

We always assume the net charge of
the conductor is zero

Note that since charges move to

surface of conductor there will be

a separation of t charges

If the applied É field is non uniform

this will mean there is a net



forces on the conductor We assume
that something e.g some insulators

are holding the conductors in place

Cavities empty volumes in the

interior of the conductor i e

completely surrounded by conductor
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If no charges inside cavity
I É o there so É field

lines flux along thin cylinders
must reach across cavity But
then

go.E.de



which is a contradiction

inEOinsideemptycavity
no surface charge on cavity
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But Q enc Qt surface charge
so
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Last lecture we showed that at a

surface charge t the discontinuity

of the É field across the surface is
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At the surface of a conductor



take it to point out of the
conductor Then É Ch o since
É o inside the conductor Thus
at the surface of a conductor the

field outside is

ÉEh.T
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TriCity
These will be useful formulas for
determining the surface charge r

induced on conductors

Recalling that F qÉ we get that
the pressure I force per area on a

surface charge is f r E But
since there is a discontinuity in



É at a surface charge you have

to be a bit careful The right
answer is

F rECÉtÉ I

i e the average of the field above
below the surface See Griffiths

for the argument

For conductors since É 0 we

get the pressure on a conductor

i

g EE EET EET
by A P Tfl in Griffiths

This is an outward pointing electrostatic

pressure on the surface of the

conductor The net force on

a conductor in an É field assuming

this pressure does not rip the conductor



apart is
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To find this need to solve for
T or E everywhere at the surface

S of the conductor

Capacitors Two capacitors given
equal opposite excess charge IQ

A
th v

Then each conductor will be at

some constant potential call

them VI The capacitance is

defined as



III units

where V Vt V Only
potential differences have any
meaning anyway

Capacitance is an interesting

quantity because it is independent

of Q if you double Q you
double V so it depends only
on the geometry of the two
conductors

The electrostatic energy
stored in

a capacitor holding charge Q
can be computed by building up
Q gradually by moving a small

charge dq from one conductor to

the other
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Work done in this step is

dW dy V dg E
So total work energy is

wife EE
using that C is constant independent

of q


